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About This Game

So Many Me combines puzzle-solving platform gameplay and the careful resource management of classic games like
Lemmings!
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You play as an unassuming green blob named Filo, who has an incredible ability: to control his many, many clones -- referred to
as the “ME”. These clones possess all sorts of fun abilities that can be used to solve puzzles throughout the game. As you

progress further through Filo’s adventure, you will find a variety of new types of clones. Understanding and harnessing their
unique powers are key to your success.

Filo’s myriad of adventures take him to a whimsical universe. It features a colorful art genre filled with adorable characters in
their world’s mysterious environment.

Honorable Mentions, Main Competition – IGF China

IndieCade E3 Showcase – IndieCade

Unity Showcase – GDC, China Joy, Tokyo Game Show, Korea Games Conference & G Star Global Game Exhibition

Key Features:

Discover new transformational abilities as you progress through each chapter. Learning to master these forms and
using them in sequence, is key to solving the game’s many puzzles.

Filo’s endless adventures take you to a wondrous world of color filled with delightfully, intriguing characters.

Ride massive and powerful creatures. Utilize their unusual abilities to solve special puzzles and to smash through
pesky obstacles on your way to the goal!

Boss monsters, each with their own distinct characteristics, will try to eliminate you. Challenge and overcome them.

Earn your rewards when you have solved the puzzles! Dozens of adorable costumes, ancient artifacts, and bonus
levels are waiting for you!
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This is the game that I worked on Visual style, Art-direction and animation directing for the whole passed 3 years. So, on the
visual and graphic stuffs this is my best effort so far in my Game-Artist career.

And I very hope that you will enjoy Filo's world. As much as I do creating them.
Thank you very much!. A Great Plat Former But Not With Out Flaws

Pros
 Good Plat Forming
 Funny Story
 Awesome Collectables
 Pretty Game
 Good soundTrack

 Cons
 Boss Battles Are Horrable
 No difficulty option to promote another playthrough

A video If you Want it
http://youtu.be/Dgis5zenjOY. "Dark Forest" is fun. The difficulty ramps up too high in "Outskirts" to make the game enjoyable.
There is only so much screaming at my monitor that I can take.. Beautiful little title, definitely worth a purchase!. The controls
take a little time to get used to, but once you get into it, its really fun.. The demo is very misleading, this game is actually
extremely hard and frustrating. The lack of checkpoints (Especially during later levels, like Chrono Clock) makes me want to
pull my hair out and cry in the corner.. Neat little indie platformer, pretty easy other than the frustrating final boss and level
escape.. Nothing but a super cute creative game. The soundtrack is just great and truly brings you into the game's atmosphere.

Sending some love to the developers!. This is one of those unique games you play. I found the game to be quite interesting, you
start off as one character and you're on an adventurous jorney. Throughout the gameplay, you find more of the little creatures
similiar to your little fella you're playing. The music is just absolutely brilliant. I enjoy listening the mysterious tone as I venture
through the game with my little green campanions. I have still yet to beat this game and find out more to the game.. This is just
so cute, pretty and so much fun! For everyone who loves a nice action\/puzzle game this is your dream ^^
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So Many Me is a game I'd recommend to those who enjoy puzzle games which take some time to complete but are not wanting
to play a puzzle game where they end up going on Youtube for all the answers.

The graphics are astounding and have a child-like feel to them but that doesn't mean that adults and teenagers alike can't enjoy
them too.

Using your many replications you go on a quest to save the world and the girl. Going through the game Filo and his many "Me's"
often make jokes about 'saving the princess', 'getting the thing on the floor because you will need it later' and many other similar
jokes. The concept of having many replications of yourself and completing puzzles with them definitely made the game more
interesting to play.

There are 3 unique forms of travel in So Many Me (apart from on foot) which are by Jellophant (Tank), Jellosaur (Dinosaur),
Balloonbird (Bird). The forms of travel allow you to travel on spikes and destroy EVERYTHING, destroy vertical walls and
jump higher and fly and destroy horizontal walls respectively.

Obviously you have a Story which you can play and complete. Within this story are many costumes and coins which you can get
through extra effort to eventually fully complete the game.

Like many other reviews, the only important downside is the Bosses. The bosses themselves are not too hard but there are hardly
any checkpoints in these battles so you have to memorise the landscape and the movements of the boss.

Personally I had trouble with one section of the game.
 After the Final Boss (The guy you meet at the beginning) there is an escape part of the level. The path of this section isn't too
difficult but the meteors sometimes hit you at the ONLY moments where you either dodge and fall off the map or jump off the
platforms into spikes. The best part of all this is that there are NO checkpoints.

If anybody wants to know, I got all achievements in 10 hours and 36 minutes which involves the main story, extra missions
(Chrono Castle) and all collectables.

I know it says 11 hours on my profile. That's because I left the game on while writing this review :D. 10\/10 would bang. Just
played it a little but I can say this game is awesome! It's cute, it's funny and very simple to play. I was really needing to play this
kind of game :)

EDIT: oh yeah... the puzzles are difficult :( not that it's a bad thing :). Good puzzle and cute characters. the puzzle lover should
buy.. Puzzle platformer where platforming ends up being part of the puzzles thanks to the abilities you gain. At the most basic,
you get a queue of critters to run around with, with the ability to turn them into fresh platforms and other helpful things to hlep
you get through the stages.

Ridiculously cute, geniunely funny and surprisingly tough without getting unfair. Haven't gotten that far yet, but it does keep
introducing new mechanics at decent pace, and then mixes and matches them with the ones already established in interesting
ways.. Extremely frustrating and challenging, but definitely worth it.. I've bearly started playing and am already in love with the
game. The characters are cute, the animation is adorable and the puzzles are fun.
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